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The Working Group had i ts final meeting during the week commencing

20 Hay 1974. The final report was drawn up and agreed.

Up to 1 January 1974a total of 7280 tags have been returned from

~ processing plants. Of these, 6650 tags could be ascribed to a week or

month of processing. The total recapturea represent a return rate of

about 19.% of the effective liberation.

Of the total number of recapturea, 76% were returned up to 1 .July 1971,

by which time moat of the tagged fish would have left the Blpden area~ The

868 fiah returned a~bsequent to this date mainly came from the Norwegian and

Scottish fisheries in the northern North Sea and areas west of the Shetlands.

At this latest meeting, the tag return data stored on punched cards were

summa~ized uaing the fecility at the Northern European UniversityComputer

Centre. The analysis of the returns from the juvenile fishery in the pre

liminary report was reviaed in the light of additional information from the

Daniah fishery.

The' timing of the meeting was arranged so that the results of the

... simulation model would be available. This model haa provided a valuable

independent check of the effecta of the juvenile fishery on the stock in the

Blpden area. This area, for the purpoaesof the simulation, waa defined as

compriaing the 27 lCES statistical rectangles ahown in Figura 1. In 1970,

almost 90% of the Esbjerg herring trawl effort was concentrated within this

area.

Tha model attempts to simulate the numbers of returns for the 1967 and

1968 year-classes by the Esbjerg fishery. The theoretical recapturea are

based on the numbers of houre fishing, with various assumptiona concerning

dispersion of fiah within the Blpden. One parameter which is varied is the

catchability coefficient, which relates fishing effort to fishing mortality.

Parameters were varied to describe different rates of diffusion of tags away

from thc liberation area and also impose a directional migration on the tagged
fiah. When the tagged, fiah had reached the boundariea of the'Blpden areal a
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number of ehoices could be teated. These were:
I

1) no emigration from the area - the fiah being reflected back at all

boundaries;

2) the Dogger and coastal boundaries alone reflecting - emigration

taking place through the northern, southern and western exits;

3) only the coastal boundary reflecting.

The set of parameters whieh gives the closest simulation of the numbers

of tags returned per four-week period defines the best estimate of the catch

ability coefficient and hence the fishing mortality.

The etock sizes in the previous report were based on the Petersen method,

which relates the numbers of tags recaptured to the total cateh in number. From

thie it is poseible to ealeulate fiehing mortalitiee. The tvo methode thus have

a degree of independence, one using only effort and the other only eatch data.

From both methods it beeame apparent that the 1967 year-elass was leaving

the BlPden area so rapidly in spring 1970 that biassed estimates of stock and

fishing mortality would result if the data for the whole year were used. The

1967 year class Petersen estimates in the preliminary report have been revised

using only data from Jan-March 1970 and referred to the eateh from !Vb only.

Figure 2a shows the best simulation of observed tag reeaptures. This was obtained

ueing a simulated north-easterly migration and an annual eatehability eoefficient

of 0.0054.

In the ease of the 1968 year-clase the model gave the best resulte (Figure 2b)

when fish were allowed to remain within the Blpden area throughout most of 1970

and with a south-westerly trend superimposed. This does not eontliet with the

analysis based on eateh data. During 1970, this year-elass would be 1-group

and as such the Esbjerg fleet would be expected to coneentrate on the year-elass.

The relevant eatchability coefficient was the eame ae that tor the 1967 year-class •

A catchability eoefficient was estimated independently trom another seriee cf

data on eatch per eftort for Esbjerg landings. The estimate from this method

was 0.0053 whieh 1s in remarkably cloee agreement with that derived from the

model.

The following table summarizes the various estimates of the stock size of

the 1967 and 1968 year-classes as at 1 January 1970:

Method of Area Year-class Numbers X 109 Mean
Analysis Fishing Mortality

Catch Mean
Stock

Petereen !Vb 1967 .922 2.7 0.45
1968 1.146 4.2 0.33

Model !Vb 1967 .922 2.7 ~ 0.451968 1.146 3.3

Cohart IV 1967 2.003 3.2 1.08
1968 1.196 3.4, 0.46'
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The agreement betveen the stock size and tishing mortality estimates for the

1968 year-claas by all methode is eloee. Both the Peteraen and the model

rater to eatches in lVb, but the cohort is baaed on eatchea of that year-elass

in the vhole North Sea over the period 1910-1913. Those mortality rates imply

that the juvenile fiehery removed about 34% ot the stock in number tromarea !Vb

in 1910.
In the case of the 1961 year-clasa the stock sizes trom the model and

Petersen methode reter to that part of the year-class remaining in the area

at 1 January 1910 and the fishing mortality generated on it 1n that areal

Thus the 1961 year-elass may be regarded as a by-catch from the eftort expendea

on the 1968 year-class. The Cohort estimate is again based on the catches trom

1910-73 and these catches, even in 1910, are mainly trom the adult fishery. Thus

the tiehing morta11ty of 1.08 is generated partly in the juvenile fishery.and·

partly in the fishery for adults •

1903 tags were recovered up to May 1910 trom fiah ascribed to the 1961
year-class, by which time this year-elaas had virtually left the Blpde~. Between

this date and February 1974 a further 1028 tags were recovered. In the ease of

the 1968 year-class 2352 were taken up to December 1911, when the~ were no

longer represented in the Bl~den age data. A further 193 tags have been re

covered subsequently.

From the returns from 1910 to 1913, estimates of total mortality in adult

fisheries have been obtained. These mortalitiea are mean values over the periods

indicated in.the table:

•
Period

1910-3
1911-3

Year-class

1967
1968

Total mortality in adult fisheries

1.09
1.12

However,these apparent total mortalities would be overestimates of the mortality

generated by the fishery, if tagged herring emigrated from the area. Aesuming

natural mortality to be 0.1, then the apparent fishing mortality in 1911-3 vould

be about 1.0. This is higher than the value of 0.7 used by the Herring Aseessment

Group for the calculaticn of the stock aize in 1974. lt can, however, be regarded

as the maximu:n.

Because of the lack cf auitable aata on spawning stock characters up to now,

it has not been possible to investigate the racial compoaition of the fiah tagged.
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.Figure 1 The area of the Bl~en fishery as defined in the simulation model.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the predicted and observed 4-weekly tag returns at Esbjerg for liberations 2-5 (1967 year
class) and liberations 15-17 (1968 year-class). As the time intervals run from the date of tagging, the
4-wee~y periods are also shown a~prox1mated to ca~endar months.


